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Taylor's ploy stifles Barnes 
Full Text : 
COPYRIGHT 1988 The Times  
Byline: Clive White  
Aston Villa 1 Liverpool 1  
A few more tactical victories like this one, following smartly on the heels of the 
Highbury gambit, and Graham Taylor's position as the next England manager will 
be assured. The long-awaited return of Rush to Liverpool's attack had to take 
second place while the man, seen as the best thing to happen to Midlands 
football for a long time, inspired his players to contain and almost defeat the 
team that he regards as the best in 25 years.  
No one at Villa Park on Saturday was more respectful than Barnes of his one-time 
mentor's ability to make a little go a very long way. Similarly, no one was more 
aware than Taylor of Barnes's exceptional ability as a match-winner.  
Consequently, Taylor set out to neutralize the force that he created and 
succeeded in doing so by introducing an extra right back Gage to man-mark 
Barnes, thereby enabling Price to get on with his usual attacking role.  
Barnes eventually limped out of the game in the 69th minute with a hamstring 
injury which will keep him out of Wednesday's England-Denmark international. 
But Liverpool themselves were not hamstrung. Defusing the danger of Barnes 
merely evened up the sides and made for an immensely enjoyable spectacle. 
Apart from rich skill played at a bewildering pace, the game was full of incidents 
and controversy, although neither manager would allow the latter to fester 
beyond the 90 minutes.  
Liverpool's 64th-minute equalizer, chipped to perfection over Spink in goal by 
Houghton, was struck from a moving ball at a free kick taken some 10 yards from 
where the foul had taken place. Yet the only thing that Taylor got excited about 
was the skill of Houghton's shot. One wondered how many other managers would 
refuse to allow one blot to spoil the overall beauty of the picture.  
Even Kenny Dalglish, never one to be accused of generosity towards the 
opposition, had to concede that Villa had ``worked hard to contain us and at the 
end of the day got a draw''. But if the implication was that Villa's ambition was 
limited, you would not have guessed it in the first half when they carried the 
game to the champions.  
Liverpool were caught pushing up in the fortieth minute when Andy Gray 
threaded the ball behind them for Daley to chase and although Nicol seemed to 
have headed off the danger, the ball was fed back to Price, whose deep cross was 
nudged on by Gray to McInally. He promptly steered the ball around a defender 
and the possibly unsighted Grobbelaar.  
A thunderous header by Keown in the opening minute of the second half, which 
Venison somehow headed clear from under his crossbar, was the signal for 45 
minutes of almost uninterrupted pressure from Liverpool. They were rewarded 
with the equalizer and two efforts from Rush, which in hitting post and bar 
sounded out a warning of what to expect when he is completely fit.  
ASTON VILLA: N Spink; C Price, K Gage, A Gray, A Evans, M Keown, A Daley (sub: A 
Birch), D Platt, A McInally (sub: G Thompson), G Cowans, S Gray.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Gillespie, B Venison, S Nicol, R Whelan, J Molby, R 
Houghton, J Aldridge, I Rush, J Barnes (sub: P Beardsley), N Spackman.  
Referee: D Hutchinson. 

 
Fortune against Villa 
Aston Villa1 Liverpool1 LIVERPOOL, though they dominated the final exchanges of 
this game, must have been glad enough to leave an impassioned Villa Park with a 
point. Overall, they probably deserved it, but Villa will find it hard indeed to digest 
the disappointment of their visitors' equaliser.  
The previous week, Villa's manager, Graham Taylor, a far less predictable tactician 
than ever he was at Watford, surprised Arsenal and eventually beat them by 
playing Evans as a sweeper behind two centre-backs. What, one wondered, would 
he do in this very difficult home game against mighty Liverpool?  
The team sheet suggested, since he had left out Sims, one of his two centre-
halves at Highbury, that he was going to use a ``flat'' back four, which seemed 
very risky indeed. Not a bit of it. Taylor had yet another card up his sleeve, and 
Gage was used exclusively to mark Barnes. This meant, in effect, that Villa 
deployed two right-backs, but the idea was a bold and interesting one at least.  
An early, powerful run by Barnes up the left, when every defender on that flank 
was hopelessly outpaced, suggested that even these methods might not be 
sufficient.  
Later in the first half, Barnes made an extraordinary, sustained run from deep in 
his own half almost to the fringe of the Villa penalty area; this time, on the right. 
Rush put in his cross, but he was offside.  
Yes, Rush started this game, this time at the expense of Beardsley rather than 
Aldridge. One of the minor fascinations of watching Liverpool this season is to see 
what permutation, with regard to Rush, Kenny Dalglish will eventually decide on. 
The decision appears to take place very late indeed. Those cards stay close to the 
chest until the last available moment.  
Villa's success at Arsenal clearly raised their morale, and they set about Liverpool 
from the first with a pleasing lack of respect and restraint. Nor did they kick them, 
or try to, as Liverpool's opponents had allegedly done a week ago.  
After 13 minutes, McInally sent Price flying down the wing, and little Daley, whose 
speed had given Arsenal so much trouble in the previous game, came flying in 
from the left and made contact, but only enough to put the ball past the near 
post.  
Five minutes from half-time, Villa scored a sudden, sweeping and dramatic goal. 
Andy Gray, active and intelligent throughout in midfield, began the movement 
when, well inside his own half, he intercepted the ball to break up a Liverpool 
attack and found Daley. On went the ball down the right to Price, who made 
ground and crossed. Gray was there again to head the ball on, and McInally, on 
the far post, slammed it past Grobbelaar with his right foot. It was his third goal in 
two games.  
Just after half-time, Villa so very nearly had a second. Andy Gray, who takes the 
corners from both sides, saw this one flicked on by Keown. The other centre-back, 
Evans, came thundering in for a header which seemed sure to find the net, but 
Venison leapt to make a remarkable save on the line.  
Liverpool were by no means down and out. Spink, Villa's large, agile goalkeeper, a 
hero at Highbury, had to make a couple of distinguished saves. First, when Barnes 
worked a one-two with Houghton, brushing past Cowans, Spink was quick to 
come out and block.  
Later, when Evans got badly on the wrong side of Spackman, the goalkeeper came 
to the rescue with a flying one-handed save. He and Villa were lucky when Rush, 
lying on the ground, threw out a leg and hit the post with the defence in a 
turmoil.  
Villa themselves were always ready to attack. Leaving Barnes, whom he was 
eventually to put out of the game with a reckless challenge, Gage hit a fierce shot 
which Grobbelaar turned resourcefully over the bar. Grobbelaar also had difficulty 
with a high drive by Platt.  
Liverpool's equalising goal, after 64 minutes, was a weird one indeed, and awfully 
hard on Villa. The referee, Mr Hutchinson, pointed for a foul just outside the box 
when Cowans tried to tackle Whelan. If the kick was taken at all, and there must 
be strong doubts about it, it was certainly not taken from the spot to which the 
referee continued to point.  
While Villa appeared to be expecting the free-kick, reasonably enough, 
Houghton's lob sailed into the net. Fortune was clearly on the side of the big 
battalions.  
Rush might still have won the game for Liverpool, however hard that might have 
been on a Villa team somewhat demoralised by the strange nature of that 
equaliser. From a cross by Houghton, tremendously busy and alert all afternoon, 
Rush's header bounced on the bar.  
Weather: fair. Ground: firm.  
Goals: McInally (40min) 1-0; Houghton (64min) 1-1.  
Aston Villa (5-3-2): Spink; Gage, Price, Evans, Keown, S Gray; Platt, A Gray, 
Cowans; McInally (sub: Thompson 82min), Daley (sub: Birch 82min).  
Liverpool (4-4-2): Grobbelaar; Venison, Molby, Gillespie, Nicol; Houghton, 
Whelan, Spackman, Barnes (sub: Beardsley 71min); Rush, Aldridge.  
Referee: D Hutchinson (Abingdon).  
 
 

 


